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Polls Open Today Till 4 Dressing Room FlurryBefore Curtain Time
To lect Class Officers
Hopes for a large election turnout were expressed today by Sir.
oustNownejsd, newly-appointed chief justice of the Student Court.
"We hope that by having the Homecoming Queen candidates
on the ballot with the class officers it will encourage the sponsoring
Organizations to bring out a large vote," Nownejaci said.
The polls, which, are located in
front of Morris Dailey auditorium,
will be open until 4 o’eloct this
afternoon. Students will have to
present their ASB cards before
they will be issued a ballot.
Each voter will be issued two
ballots, one with the names of
Freshnia council groups have the class office candidates for
been ea gerly anticipating the his class, and the other with the
mimes of the queen candidate..
Frosh-Sophamore mixer scheduled The clam elections will be confor tonightl In the Women’s gym ducted lily a preferential voting
system, with the voter marling
at 8 o’clock.
Officers of the four council his first, second and third choices for each office.
groups have met to plan for the
Ballots which are marked with
and
a
committee
for
entermixer
the same candidate for all three
tainment has, been selected.
choices will be discarded. Students
According to the Cheers and
are cautioned to diake three sep- -TWELFTH NIGHT" stars prepare for the openMorris Winer as-Orsino. John I. Kerr is the de.
present enrollment records, the arate choices for each office on
rector, Dr. Harrison W. MeCreeth is la charge et
freshmen have a good chance for the class ballots if they want their ing performance tonight at II:15 . o’clock in the
wetting* and Miss ’genitive Prink is In charge al
Little Theater. The are, left to right, Donna
walking off with the attendance vote to count.
eot.tutnhtg.
photo by Enamels
prize, which is 26 winner’s
Each student will make three Wegner se Viola, Mary Anne Notice as Olivia sad
points.
choices for Homecoming Queen.
The class also hopes to walk The ten Candidates receiving the
off with the winner’s plaque.
most votes will advance to the
"Because of the size of the class semi-finals.
and the many council groups, afAll candidates are instructed to
fairs as yet are disorganized, but take down their campaign Posters
the spirit is there," said Rocci P1. by 6 p.m. tomorrow evening. Failsane, faculty adviser.
ure to do so will result in p
Next quarter the freshman class tion by the Student Court.
will sponsor the mixer.
In the Sophomore Camp
"Twelfth Night," which will begin the 23rd season of lisTDrarne
According to Sophomore dance
I’S p.m.
department, will open her* tonight in the Little Theater at
chairman Don Abinante, a 16-18
piece band from Stanford univerThe Shakespearean play will run Oct. 23’ through 31, encepting
sity will be on hand for the mixer.
SAN JOSE STA
Sunday. Tickets may be purchased at 50 cents for students and 75
He also said that the classes
cents
for general admission in Room 57.
will be judged on attendance, danc- Vol. 42
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ing, and entertainment games.
R. KeP is directing the
John
Parsee for the miner will be
play, Dr. Harrison W. McCreath
Bocci Pisano, Dr. Harrison Meis in charge of settings, and Miss
Crest!, sophomore elaas Meager;
Berneice Prisk of costumes.
and Colo Josiethen Z. Itemers,
head et Arropillialie,
Oft
Tweafth Night" deals with
wives.
rennuatie love and mistaken IdenCommittee chairmen from the
The rooters bus that woe schedon
service
The leadership of the Junior and major, feels that his
tity. It Is often rated one of
Sophomore class are Don Fletcher.
uled to travel to the University at Sophomore classes will be decided the Fresno** and Sophonser.
’Shakespeare’s wittiest comedies.
publicity; Stan Harvey,. refreshat the polls today when these clan councils, and his memberments; Delores Mathias and Bill Oregon football game has been
The cast is as follows: Viola,
will choose the presidents ship in Alpha Phl Omega, service
Kennedy, entertainment; Bob cancelled, according to the Gradu- classes
who will serve them for the next fraternity, qualify hint for the DOnna Wegner: Orsino, Morris
Lindsey, decorations; and Ron Gil- ate Manager’s office.
1\1
Allot
Sophomore presidency, "In the Wbicr Cilh
few months.
patrick. glows,
Enough tickets for a full bus
On the ballot for Junior class Post," ha said, "a the’-. clauses Sebastian, William James, Meleewere not sold, so the cointract with president is Paul Sakamoto, 19, a pewees theongh college, attend- lio, Richard Risso.
the bus company could not be ful- biological science major from ance at the council meetings has
Maria, Mari Campbell; sir TaitY
filled. The contract specified that Campbell. "I think the spirit and declined. I feel that a remedy
Belch. Gerald Charlesbois:
only full buses Make the trip.
potentiality of the Junior class of thin situation abould be edreav Aguechriek, P., Bradford CurMary Ellen Martinez of the Gra- is very high," he said. "With all lected."
The Community Service Execu- duate Manager’s office requested this drive and ability the class
Other candidates for contested tis; Fabian, Joe Lo Buc; Antonio,
Darwhi Haslmen; see captain.
tive council met recently to make
that students going to the game should be able to put on an excel- offices on the ballot today are: Pat
appointments to the blood drive In cars contact her so that those lent Junior Prom, If I am elected, Stuart and Jim Walsh, candidates Jimmy Lee Pry; Valentine, Craig
council, according to Dick Come’. who do not have rides might ar- I will try to create more partici- for Senior class vice-president; Lee Mush.
mann, who was chosen chairman range for transportation.
pation in the Junior council by Yip, Phyllis Young and Don ReinFeele. William Nix; priest J.
of the group.
ke, candidates for Junior class Illermert Murphy; sailor. Illningclass members."
Also appointed were Paula Shetreasurer; Frank Geraci and Her- Kinasyt ederens Kenneth
Opposing Sakaineto for Junhinian and Carol Busby as coml Jimenez, candidates for Sopho- nod /buss Ithisey.
,
ior class prety is John Mitchell.
chairmen of the council. Jessie
-more class vice-president; Jo Vick
211, a native of Waukegan, Ill.,
The lords are Lewis Campbell.
Matsumoto was chosen secretary.
and Alleen Sherry, candidates for
and a transfer from the Univer- Sophomore
AS% President John Aitken yeeclass treasurer; Trish Harold Garda, Ronald Sherrie’s
meeting of all appointees is
sity of Minds. Mitchell is maMeyers and Nancy Joan Blom, and Ronald Stokes. Ladies an
scheduled for newt Tuesday night terdtty afternoon refund to accept
Soria& in business eihelnistratles
candidates for Sophomore female Corrine Bowman, Ruth Daugherts
at 7:30 in Room 39. Anyone who the reeignation of newly-appointed
He bases Ids political stead on
justice.
Barbara Forbes and Kay Penfold
Is interested in further informa- Chief Justice Sirouss Nownejad.
’"experiessee, new Hem and deAn obscure technicality overtion concerning the blood drive
pendability." "I pion to beteg
Council
may contact Dick Conzelmann by looked by the Student
forth more of Use whiles at the
calling CY 3-9629.
caused Nownejad’s resignation.
student body se a whole le an
attempt to satisfy most of the
studenta." be said.
Competing for the office of SoSTOCKHOLM, Sweden, Oct. 22 in England, won jointly the 11)!5;
phomore class president are Bob (UP)
A Harvard university pro- Nobel prize In medicine today foi
LindFletcher.
Don
Lindsey and
femor, Frills A. Liprnann, and Dr. their work on the body’s basic or
sey, 18, majoring in journalism, Adolf Krebs of Sheffield university ganisrn- -the human cell.
lists his experience in the FreshBoth scientists are German -bore
Joe H. West, dean of instruction, man and Sophomore class cennicils.
College President John T. Wahl- 1
ehTy will .divide the prize of
quJat yesterday disclosed that he 1and Dr. Fred G. Hareleroad dean at Sparta Camp, as Freshman
Ii preparing to ask the state for of instruction, have been recalled Canip counselor, and on the Rally Missing Queens
Lipmann discovered a wielshis
additional operating expenses for from an articulation meeting in catmint** as hia qualifications for
substance in the cell calladAMnithe current and next school yeas San Francisco to help him and this office.
ite.Mugged
Get
zym A." %which oss knowel is deBordner Manager E. S. Theinp"I think that / have the interIn order that the students wool ist but newer had been *law
1 son toahptimare a revised budget, est, qualifications and experience
Dr. W lquist said.
to serve the Sophomore duce he haw- to "vote in the dark", new and investigated.
pebs is credited with agillitphotographs of the homecoming
IThe new budget will be submit- stated
When Foggy McCloud blew in ted to the Department of Finance
Fleeeber, la a esemaireeal aeg queen candidates were posted this ing many tempered fintltill:
morning when the polls opened. ac- garding the cell and fo
Education Tuesday in Sacrisno mmellid 10 imp out
ending tcf Jim Bernardi, home- them into a single theory.
mints
iYteati= message width trandate tand
Dose Stresses ReepereeMitif
chairman.
ed sounds sonsething MN sligiltly , linio rewire. will be made by
WASHINGTON, Oct. 2471UP).The pietism. which will be paid
w a r ate r today with astrilitmi Dr. Wahigutst. One will be kr adfor by the homecoming commit- Maj. Gen. William lAna lair
Apt then ale of
&timid money tor the current,
winda
ig
tee, vivre hrouglit in by the can- today the army too
Minty HMI Sam) Inchyrs ease year which 6 being operated on a
Pim
cadets
will be rivaling didates tia minis the ones that pected toeducate paliplegr
along sesi Mew his words away. 4000-student ’basis Tts seated inntdraw Wing
Theeday night train night in their r4.*
As anallawshal individuals we put quiet willtfor a mum budget finamialrflit
dellatisse into the Stagelbach theli
America,
Wird outside the
students.
Mr hale itlflather and I insmaged based on
Atisolt Air society deaf
ing Vs
Dean laid the trail
He Moo
that, while in Sao.’ thepanf
to pielt lip Ida faint brain waves
-StA.
will be able le gin in hail* and
The
(kis Melton had wealosited his earnests, tit intends to invite Gov- at a MOH* aiding the AFlellItarveleklor
Of the girls Wowed oalthigdoth ARNO of
to shy .41111111-(4104wili "IVO to b pans- ROTC WM
mind alai) and Ile
dot an Wyear-ed.
They ate S. Ar ihniges, J. X. cd, star. Npaand(ody staled. illo to
We
-Imot Ihst mum to I,
Paswit,1*. Ilk dhatidom It. J. ilsow ate;-dhaa WM ht WWI
idlhowillow kola lbw
0616
assombad at us," ha
as ase. It IL Sam

Both Classes
Hope To Win
Mixer Plaque

Twelich Night’ Opens Run
Li e Theater Tonight
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’Rooters Special’ Sophomores, Juniors Choose
t Cinceled Leaders Today in Elections -

Serviee Council
Appoints Officers

Aitken Overlooks
Chief Justice Flow

American and English Profs
Win Nobel Prize in Medicine

Wahlquist To Request
More Money for College
The Weather

Air Force Group
Accepts Five Men
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’Art Professor Women Almost Equal to Men
As Far as Statistics Go ’
Well Versed
In Ceramics
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Ho. hem. -Guess we’re supposed to exhort mu of the students
to get out to vote today. But we’re not going to do it. We are working on the theory that the lovely 14441 who are competing for the
Homecoming Queen title will draw the male vote and the jealous
girls who were not selected from some organization will get even by
voting for the feminine choice.
Besides, wiiv done enough to help this election. In addition
So devoting considerable front page stories fo the election, we have
(prim Citio4 Justice Sirouss Nowniiiisci a general floor plan demonstrating how the election booths were situated at last year’s singled*? election, the most successful in the history of the college.
We have suggested that he enlist the aid of APNO, Spartan
Shields and Spartan Spears. We have waited patiently for a list
of candidates so that we might invite them in for interviews. This
public announceincidentally, did not come through in time for
ment so we hat, to handle the interviews on a catch -as-catch -can
basis.
Whet we’re trying to say is, We’re tired of the election and
we’re going to vote arid let it go at that. If you want to visit the
polls in front of the Morris Dailey auditorium, fine. If you don’t,
forget it.
Maybe nowt time someone will inspire you to do so.

Alpha Gamma
Meets tremorlies mooning at 10.o’clock at 240
tiichth sheet. Field trip to
sort Fi amines).
%I rides Foundation
Special
Ii pi ogram tonight Snack aulP.
i r at ti pm and !regular meeting
Si 30 prb V.er)hoidy is wet ...my to athnit.
rsgray (irepka
Meet Monday
7 30,m, at 362 S. Eighth
’,diver. Apt. 4.

and

Saratoga:

"ORPHEUS"

The lecture did not prove very.
Ky SAM PINANtS.
Verling an insa flab!, desire for enlightening and soon Phil fell
.,,,,,miedge, Phil the Philosopher into deep slumber.
-.11111.t1 quietly into a philosophy
No one objected to Phil’s presyesterday and took a rot - ence until he awoke,
and being
Sir. seat
the extrovertive type, began assisting the lecture along with his
own words of wisdom.
It was then that some stalwart
young Spartan saw his duty and
attempted to rid the classroom of
John Siemana, San Joise State
poor Phil’s presence. And offiflaw
team member, will be ;
cially the battle was on!
. r,-4 in
discussion of -how the
Phil fought valiantly to he I .44a...tures and p r c tires of
,ingressiional investigation ran he lowed to stay but soon realized
,,,,eerm ed." in a radio panel over that he was no match for his opponent. What manner of creature
hcitS Saturday at 3 30 p.m.
’rise original panel was held is this. though Phil, who has never
saturday at the Palace hotel heard the old adage, "Do unto
-;:in Francisco where the views other’s as you would have them
recorded on tape for repro- &Tonto you."
Realizing that this was no time
Fietioe this week.
Representatives from University for philosophy, Phil darted quickly
Califnrnia, St Mary’s and l’SF to the open door and safety. Outside the classroom, the black and
1.4ii Simians in the discussion
white kitten turned his head back
to his pursuer, raised paw and
meowed, "I shall return!"

eeting-s1

Studio:

El Rancho Drive-In:

Philosophical Spartan Fails
In Fight for Freedom of Sleep

Featlir()s
1,attipus Dtibator

SHOW SLATE

Hathaway Co. Bids
On Agnew Building "MOGAIABOF

Llection Fever Fizzles!
’

Distribution of the sexes at San are men and 505 are women. Some
Jose State is almost equal, accord- attended San Jose State previously
. Mg to statistics released by the but were not inschool last spring.
By MAINE =NAM
They are considered new students.
I Registrar’s office yesterday.
menAllatndoldionthenewcollegw4ennenhas. 974 new
coarl;
aftutlel-f:diirnencs372tate5
315
I
,
lecOef
Of
dix:gus.
Lasnders.
fessorDi. otHerbertart at
was
students
When in 1947 he entered Stanford !men. and 3388 are women. Fresh- 011100,0K
on a doctorate met’ men outnumber freshmen
women 1363 to 1335. Sophomore
iti:hvedershYucatioi:- to,,Itir
men have 847 in their ranks, while
Since 1933 he’d -been trying to the second-year women number
get a Ph.D. in Ceramic Art from 743.There are more junior women
Ohio
state un’eersitY- since he than men - 686 to 6.54. Of the sewas the first to try for such a de- nior class, 615 are men and 489
gree, no one knew how much re- are women. In the graduate field.
search was needed. "As it turned 243 are men and 139 are women.
out," said Dr. Sanders, "I wrote
. CLARK
The college has 814 new male
than was
10 chapters more
students who are starting their
GABLE
first year in college; there are 923
last as Ms work seemed finwomen just beginning their college
ished...Dr. Sanders’ ads leer died,
training.
and he _was told to begin the
Of the number of state college
project again with smother facAVA
who are transfers from
students
ulty member.
other colleges and universities, 584
GARDNER
Feeling his work of 13 years
had been wasted. Dr. Sanders decided to scrap the project and obin
tain a doctorate in education.
perPersonnel at Stanford soon
suaded him to take up his original
ambition. -My advisers felt that
airier% I’d put so much effort into
SACRAMENTO, Oct. 22 (UP)
the other project, I should finish Low bids totaling more than $1,it. Ile believed the Ph.D. in Ceram- 312,000 for construction projects
ic Arts would be more valuable at state hospitals near San Jose
since that was what I teach."
and Ukiah were announced today
John Wayne
by the State Division of ArchiDr. Sanders returned to Ohio
lecture.
"ISLAND IN 1141 SKY"
State and found much el his previous work could be need In the
The low bid of $809,900 for genPlus"Tlia Groot Joao Jorrms Raid"
Barbara Payton, Tom Hied
new thesis. When be finally re- eral work on construction of a food
Anise Color
ceived his degree in 1951 he had
service .building at the Agnews
the distinction of being the only hospital near San Jose was subperson la the world to have suck mitted by E. A. Hathaway & Co.,
a doctorate.
San Jose.
The professor is the author of
Low bid of $191,700 for conTchatcolor
"The Sunset Ceramics Bela." pub- struction of A ward building at
"WHITE WITCH DOCTOR"
lished in September, 1953. The Mendocino State hospital was enSusan Hay-ward, Robert likkkom
book has been adopted as a text tered by Barrett & Hilp, San Franin many schools, including Univer- cisco.
Plits"MAN ON A TIGHTROPEsity of Hawaii.
Work by Dr. Sanders has been
displayed in the Columbus 1Ohio)
Gallery of Fine Arts, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York city, the Mills College Museum of Fine Art and other museums around the nation. Some of
his ceramic’s have been sold in San
A Fib’, by JEAN COCTEAU
Francisco shops
For
sheer
dramatic
intensity end brillance ot 00C1.1410/1 it ranks
His Intermit in the field began
when he was an Industrial Arts
among the best iliforts at on. 04 Om few men who Isev yet secmajor at Ohlo State. Dr. sanceirdtid in writng poetry with moving picture camera.
der. found a course In cerambes
so Interesting that he decided to
SHORT SUBJECT. la Color
TOULOUSE LAUTREC
make It hi. profesaion.
(Fmoui French artist after which "Moulin Roug" was fashioned)
Dr. Sanders, who came to SJS
in 1938, thinks that the college
Fri. 8. Sat.
7:30 end
may someday offer a major in cerOct. 23-24
ART CINEMA GUILD
1:30 p.m.
amic art.
"At least." he said hopefully.
Admission 8Sc
Germania Hall
2M N. Second
"the prospect Is being considered."
Next Week: "MAJOR BARBARA"

Get Shots Toflay!

Today is the last day Ito use flu
immunization cards Purchased
earlier this week, according to
Miss Margaret Twombly, student
health service director.
Hours when the shots may be
taken in Room 31 are frorn 10 to 11
am, 1 to 2 p.m. and 4 to 4:30 p.m.

Give KP Tests
The kindergarten primary
in the education department
be given Con Nov. 3, 4. and 5.
Appointments may be made
1Mrs. Ann Fabrizio in Room

.
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Half -Price Is
Our Full Price!

San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tuesday, October 27

8:30 P.M.

$2.50, $3.00, S3.50, fel incl. All seek reserved.
TIckets ise Nile at Auditorium bee silks

35c
40c
25c

Burgers... .o 18
Malts ...
20‘
Cheeseburgers... 22c
Bag of Fries
3 FLAVORS
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Spartan Football Announcing ;Faculty Wife
Entails More Than Meets Eye Tells. Diet Plan Ed. Dept. Sponsors Visit of Educator,
By ELAINE BENAS
Magazine
Friday, Oct. 23, 1953

Maybe on Satunlay afternoon you nilax by turning on radii"
station KEEN and Gstiming to a Spartan football game.
Tuning in on the game h so easy that you probably don’t realise
thte effort spent in bringing the &bath from Spartan Stadium to the
l’ t
I"The cost of broadcasting runs
into several thousand dollars a
season," admitted Floyd Farr, general manager of KEEN. "And
that’s nothing compared to the
work involved."
The job of putting the game on
the air begins at Spartan Stadium.
The personnel includes a play-byBy BARBARA IUCHARDSON
play announcer, a commentator
Been sponging off ’,our friends
who talks at half-time and beWell. the next time Yu tween quarters, and a producer.
happen to he on the upper floor
The latter sees that the proof the Science buikling, take a
gram goes ea the air at the right
look at someireal leeches.
Floating in water in a large thew, cites the aanouneer, and
glass jar is a smite, grey, oblong glees Scores of other games.
Also on hand are two engineer*.
creature which at first glance falls
far short of being impressive to One controls the mike -switching
from aneouncer to commentator
the average person.
Closer inspection, however, re- and controls the microphone which
veals a bit of poetic justice that picks up the band and other stashould be gratifying to many long - dium sounds. The other engineer
Suffering roommates - one leech runs tape-recorded commercials
being "leeched upon" by a pack for the sponsor.
From here the game is picked
of otheraleeciproscimately 30 or
40 tiny
May be seen an- up in the .KEEN studios at the
chored to the under side of the DeAnza hotel. At the station are
two engineers and an announcer
parent leech;
to give station breaks.
The fact that these baby leeches
"The work ’of broadcasting
were not horn in tiny capsules as
Is believed usual has helped to doesn’t stop here." Farr said.
lead. John Hamitic assistant pro- "San Jose State games re heard
fessot of biolegy, to the conclusion as ter south as Bakersfield and
north to Spokane. ,Wash. They
that he has discovered a new
are broadesst in Butte, Mont.,
species.
In addition to this, the leech on and Boise, Idaho.
The extent of coverage, he exdisplay is }conger than any listed
In the latest references and was plained, depends upon which celfound in an, area where turtles, lege the Spartans are playing.
usually fed Ppon by leeches, are "The game with North Texas
not present,,occording to Har1/411e. State will probably be broadcast in
that area.

Oh No!New Species
Of Leaches Found
By Science Dept.

RIMY

Korah hledayil Mani, principal
of a training college in India, will
be on campus Monday as a guest
How to acquire a trim figure of the Education department and
will spend a week speaking and
while having a baby?
,
studying the teacher training here
This
at the college.
it is explained by Mrs. Cully
Thursday night at 8 o’clock,
Ragan Plant, wife of Walter T. Mani will speak in the Music ConPlant, instructor in the Psyctiell- cert Hall. His speech will be sponogy department, in the November sored by the International Stuissue of the Ladies’ Home Journal. dents organization. "An Indian
Views American Education" is the
The article, illustrated with pic- subject of his address. ISO urges
tures, gives excerpts from letters interested faculty members and
Mrs. Plant wrote to the Journal students to attend
The 44-year-eid educator will
describing t h e 800-calorie-a -day
medically - supervised diet which
she followed before the birth of
her son. Stevie. in June. The prenatal exercise classes given at the
San Jose Adult Education Center
are also mentioned as part of her
weight -control program.

In

I

. also study city 1111111 OCKirltY schools
under the euidantleet the faculty
here Mani holds degrees from Madrat
and Travancore usiversities in In j din and Cambridge tiniversityIn
England. From 1933-43 he was a
; teacher in India. Plan 1943-49
he was a headmaster.

Confab Trip
.
.’Plans
. Dean Helen Mini& will atreprethe

sent San Jose MOW meow
1.1eational Ponbellielaitoessferente in
Nevatabar 4. it was an:
today.

BILL
FRIZELLE

The article notes that Mrs.
Plant, a former home economics
teacher, enrolled for spring quarter at the college to take refresher
courses in the Home Ec department. Final week, she noted in
one letter to the Journal, occurred
the same week that her baby was
due.
An interesting side-light revealed in the article is that Plant
also lost weight (ten pounds, during his wifees diet program. Jan.
3% -year -old daughter of the
couple. benefitted from the program by gaining weight.
Mrs. Plant was flown to New
York expense-free this summer for
the Ladies’ Home Journal feature.
She arrived in New York six weeks
after the birth of her son. She
then weighed -in at a trim 120
pounds.

EXPERIENCED
DEPENDABLE
INTERESTED -

JUSTICE

TV Guild Gives
Jazz Lady Sun.
San Jose State Radio_ and TV
guild will present the "Jazz Lady"
on Radio KEEN Sunday night at
7 o’clock, aceording to Helen Nikkei, director of production.
"Jazz Lady" will consist of records with narration by Dean
Blackmore, author of the script
"Jazz Scene," an album directed
ty Norman C.ranz with sueh stars
as Stan Kenton and Billie Holiday, will he presented.
Robert I. Guy, assistant professor of speech and faculty adviser
of the guild, will handle the engineering of the production.

Decision on 85000
Fund Held Up
NO decision has been reached
by the Faculty Council concerning
the campus Community Service
quota of over $3000 according to
Dr. George ! A. Muench, associate
professor of psychology and chairMan of the Faculty Council.
The college Community Service
protram as lied in with the San
Jose CemMunity Chest Red
Feather drive.
Dr. Muenchstated that the
council felt it could not isand down
a decision because the group .previously had; not studied the quota,
nor does it reel tat the setting of
the quota is within. the COWICWS
jUriSCIICtiOrti

More Music Today
Another , performance will he
given today in the Concert Hall
for Professor Gibson W. Walters’
class in music literature, 118A, at
11:30 a.m.
Two violin concertos in A minor
by Vivaldi will be Played by Prof.
Walters, professor of music, and
Rosemary W’alters, with Patrick
Meierotto at the piano.

Here ore two points to remember when you buy a new earl ...

Chevrolet BOYER-BENEFITS
are the Soundest
SIO
.
, Ti,. *MOOD "?...rtem" 44eor
Will 3 song
woos Chowslet ears
no tOes 61.4Ke Ut soilols II
1.414.

Chevrolet PRICES
are the Lowest
of any line in its field!

STATE CLEANERS
MORI PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS’
THAN ANY OTHER CAR I

Look af Chevrolet! You’ll set that it brings you big -car styling,
smoothly rounded Fisher Body beauty, and a rich. room, colorful interior with Safety Plate Glass all around in sedans and
coupes. Features ordinaniFlound only in higher -pi Wed cars.
Drive a Chevrolet! You’ll be equally impressed hy the outstanding pick-up arid power as well as the smoothness and quietness of its advanced high-compressir Valve -in -Head engine.
Test Chevrolet’s handling-ease and riding-easetYou’ll find that
this car alone combines the greater comfort sal convenience of
Powerglide automatic driving. Power Steeriori and the KneeAction Ridejust as it alone gives the protection tg Jumbo-Drum
Brakes. largest in Chevrolet’s field.
And here’s the best news of all. Chevrolet dim all these Swear advantages at the lowest prices end with exceptional mammy.
Come in, sote and drive this car, at your earliest
efrora come. Coasbiaartion of Powergialt amieisalle
argil I I51/411.pi "Illue-Flaxer- engine a1/41/4aloole on "Two-Tea" ad 1114
orihris. emery Siffrialj available on all euedelr.

-

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS! 4.,
C.asmerniently /LW ander "Areampoilso" Ls yaw
-.

ApAphowe allnachory
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Psych Professor

UCL4 Freshmen Advised How
To ’Slur’ Way Into Society
European Studies
A Cives Views on

University of California
LOS ANGELES New students at the
"The center
LOS ANGELES
were advised recently of the correct way to get info the social whirl all of phychological researit has definitely shifted from the Old World
UCLA.
Although the relaxed, natural attitude of the social whirl May to the New World."
So reports Dr. George F. Lehner.
teem mystifying, freshmen were assured that they could cultivate

those daints little habits that UCLA psychologist, who recently
would remove the brand of fresh- returned from a tour of psycholo’ gical centers in Europe and the
man from their brows .
They were first asked to con- Near and Middle East.
skier their cafeteria conduct.
"Nazi persecution has thinned
the European ranks of many of
"Nothing stamps you as a new
Entomology students uill tvo.e student so much as the way you the venerable men of psychology," he pointed out.
the opportunity tomorrow to col- drink your coffee," according to
, the warning given UCLA frosh.
"Psychology’s shrine, city, Vienkeel specimens in an area where "In order to have that lazy, careperhaps thp center of
pees
unkruiwei species are ’ Ire took, yOu Must manage to na.’is still
European psychology,, hut gone
CtiIl found, w’ee’ding to James slop a little coffee out of the are Freud. Jung and co-workers,
assistant prof.ssor of en- CUP and into your saucer." the and its younger psychologists are
social instructions continued.
tomology.
relatisely unknown in, the field."
"The next step is to casually
Th. group will trovil by car to
"The emphasis in Europe is on
flip a napkin hetssern the
U.
rclat I. el) unexplored raihshadesy
theory rather than experimencer and the cup to sop up the
;4-,.:iori near Mt. Hamilton. The
tation. In many universities it
coffee. This technique
area olfers a wide ianee of insects
Is associated with the field of
stamps y011 as a cool headed
and late-blooming plants due to
philosophy. Hossever, the user personone who knows shat to
its desert -like etiolate. according
age European manifests the
do in an emergency."
11T- Or. Tilden, adviser to the EnFreshmen were further advised same psychological a \I arenessi
tomology club,
that in the co-op. it is considered and interest that has characterlhe spot is a fas finite collecting bad taste to occupy only one chair. ized the average American in
reloon for faculty members, Dr. According to the rules of the sorecent years," said Dr. Leluser.
*Mien said, and is % isited by the cod whirl, the co-op was made for
"European psychologists ace inEntomology ,ClIM at least once
lounging and anyone who does not tensly interested in experimental
each year President of the or- perch his feet on at least two progress reported from the United
ganiia tion is Jerald Kraft.
chairs besides the one he occupies States," the UCLA professor conSigieups for the trip are being is immediately considered blase.
cluded
MIN.11.
on the bulletin board by I
In addition UCLA freed! were ’
Maim 213 in the Science building I urged to encourage all their
friends to visit the co-op at the
*Arne time. Then they can take
separate tables and pottage in
the delightful pastime of table
ITARTOW, Fla., Oct. 22 it*Pi
All English majors are ins ’ten
when the word goes Out over the hopping’
!Auks ing the co-op. freshmen
to attend the first Meeting of
Iwo -ally police radio here. it’s
were asked to survey the "hub of the year at 7:30 p.m. Monday,
-vallme all cars and One horse’
the library
: I
Oct. 1.26, according to Dr. R. W.
I avid) Sheriff Bill Matthews, room, wrongly thought of
as a
Barry, department head.
s; hose specialty is catching cattle .quietplace
Dr. James Clancy, professor
toatiers, has his rodeo on the ladIf you visit the library, he
of drama, xi iii speak on "Romane., 01 his horse
sure to bring your lunch, freshtic Comedy Versus Realistic,"
men were told.
and Dr. Harold Miller vi ill else
According to the advise from a speech entitled "An innocent
VOTE TODAY
inside the social whirl, the more In Paris."
adsentorous the freshmen’s lunch Dr. Barry will Introduce new
vs the more likely
they were to members of the English departj meet exciting people. The frash
’twist, and will explain recent
were warned, however, to be careImportant changes in departful with this technique "the days ment requirements.
of the crunchy apple or the crisp
An intermission for refreshcelery stalk are long gone. Now, ments will preteed the shooing
1.40
T -lone Steak
the adventurous new students need of tun films, "The Art of S’an
an aromatic cheese spread or a Gogh" and "The Shakrapearean
Rib Steak
1.10
heavily garlicked sandwich to get Stage."
Half Fried Chicken
1.10
those glances of approval from the
people who count ’socially)." And
Italian Sausage
1.00
so goes the social whirl at UCT.A.
s
Veal Cutlet
1.00
-

is

Entomology Group
Plans Excursion

English Dept. Plans
Meet for Moors

Set Up Hoof Radio

Co-eds Pull Clothing Switch
Reports have it that women on this
Brigham Young University
are switching to men’s apparel.
They
styles.
their
changed
have
campus
Men watch as the girls drag their long foritnak through the mud

and dust of the campus She appears for her date in ghastly
ques, boleros, stoles, poodle capes,
and blouseless blouses.
They watch her expose her neck
in V’s. squares. triangles. and
drooping necklines. They stand by
helplessly and watch her be gored.
ruffled. pleated. starched,
and fringed.
Women are hopeless slaves of
fashion. but times are changing
on this campus. The chains have
been loosened. A new inosation
it has simplichas arrised
ity, sariety, stle. and it’s cheap.
It’s the greatest discosery since
the one-piece bathing suit.
(Editor’s note: We don’t care
if the take the shirts off our
hacks, but statch out ashen they

start nearing

chapter
1 am.
. The r
ent

to buy
your size
where they

tr:uranunirnrsorafuTnniilr0e
na.ti.he.w.hahilkni
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CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS NOW!

Peacock
kins ho’

9 pro.
semi -for
quested

CY 2-2878

Se,
vealed

42 S. SAN FERNANDO

MENU

Planr
Jacque
and Wi
whose f
at an ii
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Chicken Fried Steak

.8S

Served with Soup, Potatoes
or Spaghetti
Salad, Bread and Butter
Coffee and Dessert

PIZZERIA
NAPOLITAg0
212 S. MARKET

Open from I I a.m. to I a.m.
Closed on Mondays

SAN QUEN’TTN, Calif.. Oct. 22
itr131 --- Lee Roy Jarine, 36, Los
Angeles, rested in thP peace and
quiet of a San Quentin cell today after returning to prison voluntarily because "My in-laws are
driving me nuts."
Javine served a little under four
years on an assault and burglary
charge prior to parole.Feb. 4. 1952.
Me and his wife and two children
set up hotisekeeping.iin Los An gi.no
steles and everything was going
Police promptly relayed the call fine until "My mot
-in-law and
to the Missouri highway patrol, Father-in-law
movedinto our
which threw up roadblocks. ,
home with us."
No one brought the sheriff his
gasoline.

WEDDING DRESSES
FORMALS
STREET WEAR
For the right dress

Cal Freshman
To Co-ed Bard
Braves Eat/lance

University of California -- Bob
fsTicolayson, newly elected trash

,

vice-president, is in the same situation as a GI going to Mills college on the

GI aul.

for the right occasion
... it’s right to see

Nicoiayson is the only male
member of the Women’s Executive
board. A special provision in the
ASUC constitution glerantees the
new vice-president a seat on the

FRANCESCA’S BRIDAL SHOP
W. San Fernando (between Ist and Marie)
011,4 soOteCKY AHO THItIlitSDAY

board.
Asked to commas
uation recently, N
.1 think, to say

9

Donuts and More Donuts

the moat."

Wasted, sugar raised, and home-made donuts
real
riots *ad fluffy
Jost the thing for a snack or coffee
party.

II .mt.
9:34a.ta.

CHATTERTON BAKERY
CY 4.3717
- 1

SaseAc 7.30 tem.
Fallowski,
Moe
14111INI.o.--01.0.4 Sae*
lalillpas.--Collast ITS

iourna
armour
bert

,S)igy’o

ward,

Social

Where we say, and MEAN,
"Not expensive, just exclusive"
331 SO, FIRST

CY 3-2823

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT ’TIL 9 P.M.
itit****************4**********
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BILL
FRIZELLA
EXPERIENCED
DEPENDABLE
INTERESTED

A Hoirs’Asioy forsa..Hemem

DAY

Neat ha Imps

Jane

on the sitsaid,
least, it’s

soh and SAN Filfill,A1450
COLLEGE ASSOCIATE HEWER’S

society,
Engine
The
at Edv%
Jacque
is an

P
now for your Coronation Ball.
St-:ctiy formal and cocktail. Styled
Li for you. And prices to please
at . . .

ORME SAPT1ST

(’hatterton donut% have that fresh taste becsome
they’re fried in fresh shortening.

221 Soui41 Socand

duat ed
was afl
Ganimt

MOBERLY, Mo., Oct. 22 (UPI
Randolph County Sheriff Amos
Magruder resolved today not to
make "emergency" calls indiscriminatels. on the police radio.
It caused the wrong kind of
action yesterdas when he radioed
Moberly police that his car had
run out of fuel and he was stranded near Hiintrivitie, Mn. to get results, he termed it An "emer-

DISTINCTIVE NEW ERfDAL SHOP

. .

elect’s
Both

Prefers Jailing
To In-law Wailing ’

Emergency Call

Anni
Toni
Delta
annual

our pant*.)

SAN FRANCISCO. Oct. 22 (UP)
Peninsula commuters who drive to
San Francisco were warned today
that they ;face traffic delays on
the Bayshore highway for some
months to come.
For perhaps as long as six
months, the stretch of Bayshore
boulesard between Alemany
sard and a spot a half -mile south
of the Third street intersection will
, be the scene of heavy construction
’ work.
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Delta Sigs Hold
Annual Spook Ball
Tonight --9 to 1 a.m.

cociallt ’12aPtar
By RITA PATTERSON

Campus Sororities
Sponsor Dance

Entrants
j b ch Get
once

The Romance Report

Kappa Phi Pledges
24 at Vivien
Chapel Tuesday

Hocking-Butler

5

Phi Sigma Kappa ’Firesides’
Accepts Candidates Held Tonight
For Moonlight Girl

Delta Sigma Phi will hold Its
Three Maims This Week
annual Spook Ball tonight at the
Sigma Pi’s presented Mary Gillaspy and Jim McMurty with a
chapter house from 9 p.m.; until
box
Last weekend marked the start
of chocolates Monday night after the couple announced their pinning,
&m.
phi
of
Sigma. Kappa’s second biAnd
SAE
Gil
their
dates
and
Baack
Sigs
Delta
aeriounced
his
pinning
to
Joan
Holihan,
as
The
did .
annual Moordieht Girl contest,
will enter the "chamber of hor- SAE Harp Dither to Betty Hansen.
with campus sororities and living
rors" through a mysterious ghost
New Member . . .
submitting
candidates for
Ed McKinney was initiated into Phi Sigma Kappa last week in groups
tunnel and will be greeted by the
the title.
Frankenstein monster in person.
special ceremonies held at the chapter house.
According to Tom W1lberding,
The dance, whit* Is a costume
No-Host Party . . .
PAK social chalrinsa._three canDrae
a
fiery
feature
will
shirk,
Talk about no-host parties
Seems that Jack Lucas and the chaste* are entered from each
gun’. mouth. Everyone attending Pinkerton twins invited a whole gang for a
party at their house after group. PSK members chews
through
this
way
his
must find
the Cal game. The guests arrived, but the hosts didn’t. They forgot I from among the three for the
mouth and then through a laby- all about the party and spent the evening
touring S.F., while their group’s final entry.
rinth of corpses in the "cave og guests wandered through the house asking each other, "Do
The 14 remaining entries will be
you live
death."
l’fiere?"
eliminated to three finalists; the
Typical spook games will include
Livia’ It tp at Cal . . .
queen will be revealed at the
bury the hatchet and hide-go-seek.
Sigma Pi’s were the guests of the Cal chapter after Saturday’s Moonlight Girl dance on Nov. 21.
Entertainment will be provided by game for dinner and dancing.
. . . AOPi’s were entertained at a buffet
The chapter’s candidate will
Paul Consention on the accordion dinner and open house at the Berkeley chapter
house . . . And the compete with other winners from
and Bitch Haggerty an the guitar. PlICA’s and dates also had dinner and an after-dinner party at the chapters throughout the United
Members and dates will dance to Cal house.
States. Winner of the national consupernatural music, and punch will
Tea-Time . . .
test will be guest of honor at the
’
! be served.
Honored guest at the Alpha Phi tea yesterday was Mrs. Elizabeth fraternity’s convention to be held
Prizes will be awarded to the Akridge, new housemother. Mrs. Akridge
is replacing Mrs. Blanche this surnmer in Roanoke, Va.
’ best couple costume, the best male Ferch, who Was married during the summer. The new housemother
Trophies will be awarded to
costume and the bes female on.- held a similar position at bavis.
the Meal Moonlight Ohl and her
tunic.
two attendants. Other contestA Couple of Exchanges . . .
Jack De Stories is in charge of
SAE’s
were
found
proudly
showing
off
their
newly-remodeled
dinam" will reer4ve PPrianaj gifts.
Gedassisted
by
Bernie
affair,
the
Anweig events highlighting the
ing room to the DG’s at a dinner exchange Monday night . . . The
ryn and Don Karpert
will be a serenade of sororcontest
girls were the first guests to see. the new room.
groups, Greek banAn informal "stocking party" was featured at the recent Alpha ities and living
Phi -Sigma Pi exchange. Crazy prizes went to Marian Rheom, Bob quet and the dance.
Kircher and Cookie Miller.
Rummage, Anyone! . . .
Alpha Omicron Pi’ s Mother’s club is holding a rummage sale toSternberg of the ten local sorormorrow for the benefit of the local chapter.
ities and their dates will dance to
Proud to Announce . . .
the music of Dick Crest’s eight $
College girls who are planning to
Dorothy and Clyde Rich are proudly telling their friends of the
piece orchestra at the Panhellenic
Snagazine’s
arrival on Oct. 18 of Melanie Diane, born at San Jose hospital. Clyde is enter Mademoiselle
dance tomorrow night.
1953-54 College Board eilontest now
The affair will be held in the a sophomore psychology major . . . Dorothy Moore) was graduated
are offered a better chance of voPeacock Court of the Mark Hop- with the class of June, 1950.
cational aid if they are among
kins hotel in San Francisco from
Pledge Officers . . .
the contest runners-up.
9 pin. until 1 a.m. The dance is
ATO pledge Don Glass has been elected president of the fall quarThis announcement,: made by
semi -formal. and dates are re- ter pledge class. . . . Other officers are Bud Burgess, vice president;
Joel Graham of Mademoiselle,
quested not to bring flowers.
Dick Ting, secretary-treasurer; and Lannes Manning, song leader.
means that the magazine has ex:
parided its job-placement and vocational help program to assure
the -runners-up a running start to
the merchandising, fashion and
magazine fields.
Graham also said that girls who
Seven Spartan i amide, four of them members of Kappa Phi, rewant to enter the contest and who
vealed to fits Spartan-Deity their intentions to wed this week.
have not been able to find an AuTwenty-four girls received the
gust issue of the magazine on
Degree of the Pine Tuesday evenPlanning a wingsir wedding are
Monday night’s Alpha Phi meet - ing at Vivien chapel to begin their which to comment may use OctoJacque Counter of Mountain View ing-- was the setting for the an- pledging period to Kappa Phi, na- ber or November imams instead.
Neva Nelson. junior SJS stuarid William Wilson of Davenport. nouncement of last year’s sorority tional Methodist women’s club,
dent, was one of 20 gliest editors
whose engagement was announced president, Barbara Hocking, to
the
Leah Baughman. president of
of the magazine this hummer.
at an informal party at the bride- Roy Butler.
organization, announced yesterday.
elect’s home.
Bobbie was graduated from
new
include:
Joan
pledges
The
Both Jacque and Bill were graState in June and now is teaching Becker. Bettie Bodley, Ethel Colduated from State in June. She
local school. Roy was gradu- lins, Hazel Deichelbohrer, Diana
was affiliated with Kappa Phi and. in a
ated in June from Santa Clara. He Friedberger, Jane Geisler, Paula
Gamma Pi Epsilon, mathematics
now is working for a M.A. degree Gray, Mary Ann.,Hallby, Karen
society. Bill was a member of the
in engineering at UCLA.
Hansen, Marlene Ilurs,0 Barbara
Engineering society.
n, Judith
Jacoleus,Donna La
The couple now are employed
Mayhew, Kathryn Mederaft, Carol
at Edwards Air Farce base, where
Kappa Alpha Theta sisters of Merrick, Mary Ellen Myers, Pat
Jacque is a mathematician and Bill
Page, Sue Rfuidel, Kay Robinson,
Peggy Bauer were surprised at a
Is an engineer.
Roseberry, Janice Speight,
recent meeting to learn of her be- Jan
Stelling, Carol Stickle and
trothal to Mickey Culbertson. Mi- Carolyn
Mary Anne Welker.
Janet Thompson. sophomore ckey is a m3mber of Delta Upsilon.
After the ceremony, a social was
journalism major from Hayward,
Peggy, whose home is in Red- held.
announced her engagement to Ro- wood City, is a juniot education
bert Houle. Robert, also from Hay- major. Mickey was graduated from
ward, Is a graduate student in the State in June and now is stationed
Completing the list of Kappa
Social Science department.
with the Army at Fort Ord. He is
Phi engagements is that of Marian
from Mann county.
Stevens and Wes Jorgensen. MarThe wedding date is set tenta- ian is a general elementary major,
tively for June.
Wes is a junior majoring in engineering.

Counter-Wilson
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Frosh firesides will be held tonight at 7 p.m. at the Student Y,
for the purpose of re-establishing
old acquaintances and good times
made at Freshman carp, Jan
Seitz, president of "Y", a4iounced
yesterday.
Hank Ramp and Sherry Nuernberg, past Frosh camp counselors,
will speak at the informal session.
The fireside will be over in time
for students to attend the FroshSophomore mixer, Miss Seitz said.
Win with

V

WALSH
Jim Walsh
MOOR VEEP

25* Hamburgers
Two-minute walk
from campus
THE HAVENLY PIT
141 SOUTH THIRD STREET

VOTE I
X

MITCHELL
Junior Class President

Remember
Voto Today
JOHN MITCHELL 1
for
Junior Class Proxy

Bauer-Culbertson

Thompson-House

Stevens-Jorgensen

Initiation of Five
To Climax Week
Of AOPi Doings

A week of activities will be eh?
rnaed on Sunday morning with
the initiation of five members into
Alpha Omicron Pi.
Pledges being initiated bre Carol
Brown, president of the pledge
class; Sally Busselle, Ernily LipPolls, Joyce Osborne and Barbara
Rrnnolds.
Thif evening the girls will be
honored at dinner at the Hotel De
Anza. fallowing Which an inspire&
tion service will be held at the
chapter house.

Millen-Young

Betrothed to another social science graduate student is Marguerite Millett, who will wed Dwight
Young. Marguerite is a junior general elementary major from San
Jose. Dwight’s home is in San Bernardino,

-PACIFIC RADIO and
SPORTNI***OODS
Radio Smolt* and Solos
-

174 SO. MONO SMUT
Manila Knits

charcoal broilftl
sftakburgors
lambed .sR Coodoo Reel ... worn! of Soots Clore

Perry-Pershing
Marty Perry, club vice president.
will wed Peter Perahing, junior
communications engineering major.
Marty is a junior general elementary major, and both are from
Palo Alto.

ELECT . .

$ SAVE

SAVE $

A

DON FtETCHER
SOPHOMORE PRESIDENT

Clasod
Saodays

NPAXTAN
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Duck Hunting Spartans Leave Town
Golden Raiders
Travel to Eugene

Bronzan Names
Starting Line-u
For Oregon Tilt

but returned yesterday. He has
KALDENDAell
J1 )
Starting lineup for the Golden
A bend of Golden Raiders left been ailing with a cold. Another Raiders against the Oregon Doak,’
Hardy,
Charles
sufferer,
tomorrow is expected to be:
Sao Jew 1)y Isus this morning at cold
Mervin Lopes and Charles Haro’clock for Oakland, where missed practice Tuesday.
fil
A bright spot in the Golden dy, ends: John flamber and Sal
they will hop a rattler headed for
Eugene. Ore.. in hopes of getting Raider picture is the performance Carclinalli, tackles: Dick Fleeger,
In- a little duck hooting tomorrow of Fullback Dave Fanner during center: Benny Pierce, quarterthe week’s practice sessions. Fan- back; Larry Matthews. left halfat flay ward Field
halfback;
right halfback
The determined Spar-tans will be ner on)), recently returned to the back; Roy Ii
er..k.ns their fecund win over a squad after nursing an injured and Jerry Taylor, fullback.
’Players making the trip to
Pacific Coast Ctinference foe. They foot hurt in pre-season workouts.
hold a I -I recard to date with a Perry said that he should see a Eugene. as announced by Line
Coach Bill Perry, are: Dick Fleewin over Idaho in their first game bit of action tomorrow.
Peery pointed out OM the ger, Jerry Ruse, Ed Mayer, John
of the year ands loss,to Cal last
In excellent Optical Peterson. Charles Kaaihue, Benny
It-am
We-eland.
and mental condition for the Pierce, Ronald Green, Bill Cash,
Fellowlag their arrival st
Oregoa contest and are deter- . Jack Crawford. Charles Hardy
IrAngene toeight at 11:45 o’clock.
mined to mere an onset. The Tom Louderback. Sal Cardinalli,
the Npartaas will engage la
Darks are favored by seven John Hamber, Jack Biglen. Merle
smart. workout at ’spring/WTd
points by owlet of the so-railed Flattley. Bill Walsh.
high school then retire to their
Bill Walker, Larry Matthews
experts.
hotel for the balance of the
Bill Walsh, senior left end, and Gene Goldberg, Larry Rice. Mervin
es ening.
I Joe Coach Bill Perry said yes- Bob Ahrens were singled out by Lopes, Pat Hiram, Dave Fanner
folds% that the team was in good Perry as looking well in practice Sam Dowson, Don Wadsworth,
Stan Galax, Al Brown, Jerry Tayetiape for the game which he de- the past week.
During the week
w
the Golden lor, Tom Yee, Larry Shishido,
mi .bed ’as "a tough one.’
TN. team ssill be without the Raiders were drilled on pass de- Ralph Daehler. Leon O’Neill. Bob
precautionary measure Arends. Joe Muldowney, Bob Rein14.1.1.,4 of Dirk O’Neill. Herman fense as a
:stokes and (maid Dale Sumers. against the Ducks ace flinger. hart. Al Dunaskey, Ken Mitchell,
suffered a twisted knee George Shaw. Yesterday the Spar- Jim Hague, Coach Sob Bremen,
-In the Cal game and is expected tans polished up the strong run- Line Coach Bill Perry and Backirturn to the fray next week. ning game and tapered off with field Coach Gene Menges..
;11t4r brit* it bad .knee which pass cl..fense and offense.
h.
jio,Nrf several weeks ago Slims is h.is been out tor the past three
the Brigham Young
tune -Ile has liven suffering from
a 1111., tumble and a mild concusBERKELEY, Calif. Oct. 22
woo
I
Coach Lynn Waldorf anPel.%
l salt! that Sam Dawson, UP)
NW, Nrth Jerey Taylor is success- notineed the starting lineup today
SAN FRANCISCO. Oct. 22
Silk replacing the ineligible Joe for the California Bears when they
4UP; - - Fellow named Confucius
missed practice Wednesday meet USC Saturday.
The first team will be: Joe say: shortest distance between two
0********* ***** *********I4libba, left end; Jim Kotler, left points is straight line.
* tackle; Tom Dutton. left guard:
So we’ll get right down to the
* Matt Hazeltine, center; Hal Nor- nub of the problem and make Our
* ria, right guard; Dick Day, right star-studded selections for the
’
for
’t tackle; Jim Hanifare right end; week I for the season: won NT.
Paul Larson, quarterback; Don lost 17, .770 percentage):
JUNIOR PREXY ’T?* Marks,
right half: Al Talley, left
Oregon over San Jose State -half, and Steve Dirneff, fullback. The Ducks have a gOod, solid foot****** * *********
ball team that hasn’t had much of
a scoring punch, but has a stout
defense. The Spartan’s rugged
schedule will start to show here
and loss of four members of the
squad on eligibility rules doesn’t
hell). By seven.
California over Southern California
The odds favor the Trojans by six points. USC has a better offensive than last year but,
even in the opinion of its own
coaches, it doesn’t have a good dclease, Neither does Cal. Score
should be something like 21-20
for the Bears.
Stanford and Washington (Tie)
Can’t figure this one out. The
Huskies have shown improvements
every game since their 50-0 shellacking by Michigan. But so has
Stanford. The Indians are due for
a letdown after their upset win
over UCLA. But if Bob Garrett
continues to throw those passe*
as accurately and Sam Morley
and Jolus Steinbe
continue to
catch thern, the Indians might
beat anyone from Notre Dame to
Michigan State.
UCLA over Washington State -Twill be .a sad day for the Cougars. Those Bruins have the finest
bunch of linemen on the coast and
some very good hacks. They nearly
pushed Stanford off the field for
about three quarters. They’ll be
out for Moe sort of revenge and a
chance to stay in the Rose Bowl
race. By; about 20.
Marquette over College of PaelSie
The Hilitoppers tram Milwaukee have one of thetr finest
teals in recent yeah. COP has
had difficulty doing anything right
When nieked about their overwhelming preference for
since its upset win over Stanford
Arrows, most students replied they like Arrow shirts
In the season’s opener. Marquette
for their muarter collar styles and better all-over fit.
by 21.
The largest Arrow selection in years is now available
at all Army% dealers.
TALL IT ovrat ON A
COFFEE DATE AT

Names Rears
For Trojan Battle

’

UP Reporter
Picks Oregon
Over San Jose

MITCHELL

Best-Dressed Collegians Elect
Arrow Shirts Campus Favorites
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Mental Hosp. vs. M. Makers
The State Department of Mental
Hygiene yesterday reported a football prediction contest at Modesto
State hospital. according to a
United Press dispatch.
"That touch of insanity that
conies to all of us in the auturnn,
from Colombia clear across the
country to Stanford, finds its way

into the Modesto State hospita:
as well," a department report said
The report said there was no record whether Modesto Hospital patients are any better than sportswriters in the predictions.
There is no way of telling whets
; the Monday Morning Migraine
! Makers belong, but here are their
picks listed below anyway.
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Monday Morning Migraine Makers
SJS
Oregon

Cal
USC

Stanford

COP

5..15 Froth
Froth

Marquette Fret.

Wash

Wadsworth

SJS

cal.

Stanford

COP

SJS Fresh

flryan .

SJS

USC

Wash

COP

SJS Fresh

Kaldenbach

SJS.

As Cal

Stanford

COP

SJS Frosh

Willarns

Oro.

Cal

Stanford Marquette SJS Fresh

Elaine Beni.

Ore.

USC

Stanford Marqu;tio SJS Fresh

Consensus

SJS

Cal

Stanford

COP

SJS Froth

Flags Disappear
With Football Fans
OKLAHOMA CITY, Oct. 22
I UP)
There will be no American
flags in front of main street stores
when the Oklahoma Education association meets here Oct. 29-30.
The Oklahoma City Retailers association explained today that
merchants displayed 126 flags in
front of their stores Sept 26, the
day of the Oklahoma-Notre Dame
football game. Soont.r followers
held a football rally downtown that
day, and when the crowd disappeared. so did the flags.
The Sooners will play California and.Texas Chriligart.,ext Fawn.

Delicious Bar-B-Q
Sandwiches
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Come find your best, style
in our smart line-up of
Arrow White Shirts
3.95 up

Allard
Bedroom
en. gait
16th sty
to 6:30

,
Whatever style you choose ... you can be sure your Arrows will
look right, feel right, fit right. The "Mitoga". trod -mark means
that every shirt is tapered for trim, neat fit. Fine "Sanforized".
fabrics keep fhat fit ... they won’t shrink more than 1%. Soo us
toliy for your Arrow whites!
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Cross Country Runners Frosh Gridders Travel
To Meet Cal *Poly Today To Fresno Tomorrow
Friday, Oct.

At 4 o’clock this afternoon the
miltth cross country neuron at
San Jose State college gets underwa) when the cross country team
mpos California Polytechnic in
San Luis Obispo.
During the past telt yearil Spartan cross country teams have
made an outstanding record and
have lost only a few of their
meets. Last year they defeated
Stanford University, University of
California and the University of
Southern California. all good Pacific Coast Conference squads.
They placed second last year
in the state championships with
Spartan Gene Heine* winning’ first
place medal honors as the number
man in the state at the San
Diego Invitational meet.
This year’s equal is weak hi
eterana, according to Coach
Rod Winter, with no returahag
lettermen. Help came from the
fro.h squad of last year, bowrIer, when Doe Hubbard. leading runner to date, turned out

Ito quite running. Every might, dur- by the seven men making up the
ing this week, he has had to chase team.
them off the track so that he can
The squad members for Saget home to dinner.
day. Meet and their times hat
week are: Don Hubbard. 24:15;
-The strge
as
thing about cross
Bab Trott, 24:24; Allan Duna.
country runners," Winter ex24:47; Freak Waittaag, 2459;
piained, -la their terrific moraL
Dick Vogel, 25:41; Jack Janes,
They would rather miaa a meal
24:18; aad George Raise, 211:23.
than practice a
absenteeism
Winter said that the men have
Is no problem."
been training hard for today’s
He said that it is a team sport event and that they have been
in which all the men work together running eight miles a day during
to improve themselves. Winter the past week.
said that many distance track men
take up the sport as a means to
develop their stamina for regular
track competition.

Skiers r0 Find
New Features
At
- Squaw Val-

Oof Winter’s top men, War.
ren Em, was unable to enter the
intersquad meet last Friday to
determine the men who would run
against Cal Poly today. Em injured his arch and was unable to
Squaw Valley lodge, a favorite
run in the event,
skii,ng spot for many of the colHowever, he said that he wies lege ski enthusiasts, recently ,announced the details of its $75000
well pleased with the results of building program
which was ’ dewinter said that cross country the race and the times turned in signed to give skiers better facilities.
scoring places the emphasis on
the weaker men on the squad.
"Nearly doubled in size, Squaw
Tarn members are awarded points
Valley lodge will again open the
according to the place in which
nation’s ski season with a host
the finish and the team with the
of improvements for early skiers.
lowest total wins the meet. For exElaborate construction project
ample, if the Spartans placed in
EUGENE, Ore. Oct. 22 (UP)
will be near completion for the
first, second, fourth, sixth and The
University of Oregon football Thanksgiving open, Nov. 23. Adninth positions, they would have squad drilled
long and hard this dltioas will facilitate better
a total of 22 points. The object week as Coach Len. Casanova
pre- handling of increasing crowds of
is to help the slower runners so pared to
renew an old "crosstown"
weekend skiers as well as hotel
that they will place higher in the rivalry with Bob
Bronzan’s San guests.
standings.
Jose State Spartans.
The race at San Luis Obispo this
One of the new architectural
afternoon will be over a four mile
Casanova last met a Bronzan highlights is the cozy Open Hearth
course which will have hurdle ob- team when he coached the Santa - gigantic round-domed fireplace,
stacle and water jumps placed at Clara Broncos.
set on raised flagstones. The fireintervals.
place is surrounded by luxurious
Winter is enthusiastic about his
divans, making a perfect lounging
squad and says that they "just
VOTE TODAY
spot in the huge new glass enlove to run." He claims that their
closed room. Just opposite the
only fault is that they don’t want
Open Hearth is the ski-easy Canopy Bar. The two combined are
designed as a cinema, recreation
and game room.
Adjacent to the existing Beer
Garden is the new Casserole, fountain and "hot plate", serving from
after skiing each day until past
midnight.
fortable beds. Home cooking. LivFOR SA=
The ski shop has been grestly
room.
Phone.
Reasonable
S350 sax. Never been touched. ing
enlarged as has the photo and
rates. 200 N. 13th street. CY 5Ask $223 .Call R1 6-6034.
notion shop. New gift and novel0882.
Fraternities and Sororities; Baby
ty store has also been placed
Gland piano, like new. CY 4-7500.
Mew: Slagle or double room with In the new addition. Nest the
Across from new ald,locker room, now with
1949 Pontiac. Must sell immedi- kitchen privileges.
ately; purchasing another car. campus. Call CT 2-5413 or after 5, direct in-and -out doors leading
CY 7-1706.
to the slopes.
Make offer. Call FR 8-3963.
Entrance of the lodge has been
Large front room for two male
Buffett base clarinet. Like new,
$375. Tenor sax (Selmer) like new, students. Kitchen privileges, pri- revamped with wider steam-heated
$325 with special built case for vate entrance, piped heat. $25 mo. walkway.’ leading into the attrac’
tive flagstone lobby.
flute and clerinet W. A. SPence, 498 S. llth street.
Another phase of the $75,000
629 N. First street. Apt. E.
$15.
and
$10
roams,
flindshel
building program is the expansion
Kitchen. Male students. No drink- of the main level. Popular VermilPbei.Valibie **W. 5x7
wood enlarger. tans, etc.
3-3308.
CY ing or smoking. Call CY
lion Bar will be folded ansund
5-7466.
Refrigerators for rent. $1 per Its little fireplace more than doubStuds.
Champ dub cpe. R&H, week. Call after 3 p.m. CY 5-7909 ling its present size. For plush
OD Blue. $175. Call -Joe" CT or CY 41547.
dining this season, the Chandelier,
5-10.50; Ext. 391, Eves. AX 6-9891.
Attains’s Mee: Room with kit. brand new dining room, with its
1348 Rack Sedenette. Powder then privileges, living room and gold and black decor will be open
blue with w/w, radio and heater shower. Hot water in room, 37 S. for dinner only.
and spot light. Excellent condition. Fifth street
Several suites and rooms have
Clang, Item: 3 or 4 boys. Pvt. been added to the existing accom_ AX 6-3526 after 3:30 p.m.
19118 GrablIMI1 sedan. $30. Good entrance, heat, half bath. Board modation, boosting the guest catransportation. 1032 Byerley. CT optional. 406 S. 11th street.
pacity of the Lodge to nearly 200.
2-9478 After 6 p.m.
Squaw Valley, going into its
Room amid hoard for boys: Phone
mo.
fifth winter season, now has three
and laundry privileges. $65 per
FOR ISM’
dining rooms and three bars, with
340 S. 13th street. CY 3-7438.
Married coupes: Furnished apt
Cleans quiet rooms with kitchen mid -day service on the tended’s,
Bedroom, bath, sitting room, kitch- privileges. .Men students. 380 S.’ and three complete lounge* for
en, garage and telephone. 253 S.
1
the winter vacationer.
Ninth street, side entrance.
16th street. CY 3-0841, 10:30 a.m.
to 6.30 p.m.
New fumbled rapt Two bedFre. elelivry aft*, 10 p".
Or five girls. Autorooms for
Orden cmir 111.50.
matic washer. CY, 4-8786 3 to 6
4-34S1
CYpress
Pm. 342 S. 11th
prijastreet,
E. Sesta Clore Street
Board and milk $50. Excel food.
Near college,
te bath. Four
ein******************
boys. 197 S. 12th. Three girls, 199
S.
12th.
Speeielisleg le
_
(lean rooms with furnace heat.
BURGERS
Male students. Two blocks from
sad
campus. 85 N. Seventh street.
HOME-MADE PIE
Room and Beard: Male students. Large, sunny rooms. Corn***********Ir********

Oregon Drills
For SI Game
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The college freshman football
team will travel to Fresno tomorrow for their third game of the
season. The Spartababes meet the
Fresno State college freshmen at
5 p.m.
Coach Bob Amaral announced
the starting lineup yesterday as
follows: Sam Steller, left end; Al
Servino, left tackle; Lorry Meek,
left guard; Eddie King. center;
George Rose, right guard; Dick
Gleed. right tackle; Otto Alexander, right end.
In the back field will be Darrell Clements, left half; Jim Johnson, quarterback; Don Armstrong,
right half; and ’nick Ilalsey, fullback.
Servino was named game capctice sestain at yesterday’s
sion.
Up to now the Spartababes
squad has been unaMe to rack
up a victory. Previous smea with

East and West Contra Costa jurtior colleges have resulted in top
heavy defeats.
In the season -opener at Concord,
the
the frosh were downed b
East Contra Costa Junior college
Vikings, 20-6.
Their second lose of the season came when they fell before
the drive of an experienced West
Contra Costa junior college team.
The game at Richmond was
highlighted by a breakaway run’by
Contra Costa Halfback Wilbur
Gary. Gary ran up.a 48-yard run
for a TD and then a 61 -yard non.
scoring run.
Awards for best San Jose down field blocking in the West. Contra Costa game went to Fullkack
Tuck Halsey and Right Grd
Henry Greenberg.

Frosh Basketball
Yip SchedUles Practices Begin
Ski Club Meet

Freshman basketball will get
underway Monday evening at 7
o’clock in the Men’s Gym with
their first practice session of the
season, Coach Jerry Vroom, announced yesterday,
The Frosh squad will practice
Monday and Wednesday evenings
and Tuesday and Thursday at 3.30
Vroorn said.
He drecribed his team as lacking height, the tallest man being
6’3", but said that he is confident
they will make a good showing
during the season’s play.
They will play a double round
robin with the other California
Basketball association schools, St.
Mary’s, Santa Clara, College of the
Pacific and University of San
Francisco. in what Vroorn des.
cribed as aough schedule."
Other "tough’ teams they ar41
scheduled to face are Hartnett,
East Contra Costa, San Mateo. and
’Monterey Peninsula junior

First meeting of the quarter for
the college Ski club will be held
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey auditorium. Lee Yip, Club
president said yesterday.
One feature of the evening will
be a fashion show which will be
staged to demonstrate the latest
in skiing equipment and clothing.
Gratts Power, co-director of
Soda Springs Ski school, will be
the guest speaker at the event,
Yip said.
Membership cards In the Ski
club will be sold beforie and after
the meeting and It evil mark the
that they
first time this quart
have been available. Yip explained.
Price of membership it $3 and applicants must have Student Body
cards.
Another highlAof the meetg of a movie
ing will be the s
of the Sun Valley, Ichiho, ski resort.
Yip said that refreshments is
the form of free coffee and doughnuts will be served to those in
attendance.

NOIRDS
For Lunches and
Dewitt* Class Snacks
105 E. SAN FERNANDO

Stanford Gifts
STANFORD. Calif., Oct. 21
Stanford uaiversity received gifts for the *ear 1952-53
totaling nearly $4,0001100, University President Wallace Sterling announced yesterday.
Some 12.009 indiVidual gifts
totaled ’$3,985,471. This represented an increase of more than $600,000 over donations lor the previous years, Sterling geld.
The largest individual grant
H. Palmer
came from Mrs. S
of Menlo Park who d4ssated $300.tablish an
000 in securities to
unrestricted endownenent fund.

Paul Sakarnote,
for .
!
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March Grad Candidates May Apply
Students planning to graduate as bachelors degrees.
In March, 1954 may now make! Department heads approval of
application for graduation in the majors, except Education majors,
Rogistraes office, Dorothy Muz-land minors should be filed In the
zio, Registrar’s office secretary ’Registrar’s office before applying
for graduation.
announced yesterday.
Forms for this purpose are avail This applies to candidates for
post -graduate credentials as well abi, in the Registrar’s office.

What happens
if we do away
with profits?
With his bare hands the average American
can’t produce any more than any other person
In the world. Yet his standard of living is much
higher. He owns a home, scar and enjoys such
luxuries as a telephone, refrigerator and television set.
The American lives well because of the
"tools" he has to work with. They multiply
the labor of his hands. Thus, he is able to produes more useful goods with his day’s work.
A geed exanspie lithe Union Oil employee.
Today each man working for the company has
$70,691 worth of "tools" at his disposal, 3Si
times as much as he had in 1927. Because of
this, his production of goods has increased 24
times. His wages (including retirement, vacation and other benefits)have dim Jed from $168
to $484 a monthalmost 3 times- -yet he works
far shorter hours than he did 25 years ago.
that make such gains possible are
paid for by the shareowners of a businesh. For
putting pp their money, these people are offered the opportunity of being rewarded for
their investment. So when a company makes a
profit, they share it. Last year, the 40,302 own-.
Tr’ of Union Oil common shares received an
average of
in dividends.
Th0’40018.

061

Now If you destroy the profit incentive, as
continued high taxes could eventually do, you
kill the goose that lays the golden egg. The
"tool providers" couldn’t be expected to risk
their money. Without new "tools," employees
couldn’t continue to produce more. The flow
of new and better products would dry up.
There would be leas wealth to share and a
lower standard of living for America. So an
economic climate that encourages profit and
success is vital to all of us.

UNION OIL COMPANY
OP

PALIPNNIA

INCORPORATOR IN CAIIPOINIA, OCTOBIR 17, 111/0

This series, sponsored by the people af Union
Oil Company. is dedicated to a discussion
of how and salty American business funo.
Lions. We hope you’ll feel free to send in any
suggestions or critic-ions you have to offer.
Writs: The President, Union Oil Company,
Union Oil Building, Lee Angelo. 17, Calif.
INPROMMON W NM MN, TOR MIMI MINI 31111 et

Ed. Staff Hosts
200 Si Teachers
The

college Elementary Education staff entertained approximately 200 San Jose elementary teachers and administrators at a tea
held Wednesday.
Dr. Lillian Billington, of the college Education department, was in
charge of the affair.
The teachers and administrators
work in cooperation with the college teacher training program
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$Vet -Cheeks on the Way!

Veterans: attending college tin- they.should fill out their attendder Public Law 55Q who enrolled’ ance vouchers next week or the
after Sept. 20 and whose enroll- first part of November.
ment papers are received In the
Veterans attending on Peblle
regional otfice by Nov. 4, should
Laws 16 and 346 whose
receive a combined check for Sepments were received in the re
tember and October payments not
gitnal office not later than Oct.
later than Nov. 20, Accounting
14 should receive their checks fee
Officer Glen Guttormsen annotinccombined September and October
yesterday.
ed
payments not later than the first
Korean vets are reminded that of next month.

